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UD RECYCLES REFRIGERANTS TO HELP SAVE OZONE LAYER-- Earlier this month the 
Environmental Protection Agency established regulations on refrigerants: the chemicals that cool 
refrigerators and air conditioners must be recycled to help preserve the Earth's ozone layer. The University 
of Dayton is one step ahead of the government. Under the direction of Bob Kauffman, a chemist in UD's 
Research Institute, a recycling system has been built and is recycling refrigerants used on campus. Since 
1990, between 8,000 and 10,000 pounds of refrigerants have been recycled, saving the University between 
$40,000 and $50,000. 
Kauffman has conducted research on refrigerants for both the American Society of Heating, 
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers and the Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Technology 
Institute. He is currently working under a $220,000 contract from ARTI to build a device that screens for 
lubricating oils compatible with new refrigerants. 
Call Robert Kauffman at (513) 229-3942. 
ANITA HILL IS NOT THE ISSUE -Whether or not the University of Oklahoma establishes a chair for 
sexual harassment and names Anita Hill to the post is not important, says Vemellia Randall, assistant 
professor of law at the University of Dayton. What matters, she says, is that law schools in the United 
States do not examine how people of different genders, races, ethnic backgrounds and sexual preferences are 
affected by the law, and this chair would be a step in that direction. "Maybe sexual harassment defines it 
too narrowly," she says. "There are very few courses or offerings in law schools that deal directly with 
issues that are of particular concern to women and people of color. Unfortunately, whether the chair is 
appropriate or not is being hidden behind the Anita Hill controversy. I think it's an essential move." 
Call Vernellia Randall at (513) 229-3378. 
ONE CENTER FOR KING- Coretta Scott King thinks her late husband's papers are her responsibility; 
Boston Univdsity is claiming Martin Luther King Jr. wanted his papers to be kept there. Legalities aside, it 
would be much better for African-American history and literature scholars to keep all of King's work at one 
location, says Herbert Woodward Martin, professor of English at the University of Dayton. "It would serve 
everyone better if all the pieces are in one place," Martin says, adding that the scattered state of Alex 
Haley's estate should serve as a lesson. "I think Mrs. King has every right to want those papers, and I think 
she'd be fair in letting people use them," Martin says. 
Call Herbert Woodward Martin at (513) 229-3439. 
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